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Summary 

The objectives of this study were to develop a predictive statistical model for low-fill-weight capsule filling of 
inhalation products with dosator nozzles via the quality by design (QbD) approach and based on that, to study the 
effect of scaling up a capsule filling operation of capsule fill weight (1- 45mg) and weight variability (RSD) of 
typical inhalation carriers. Various controllable process parameters and uncontrolled material attributes of 12 
powders were initially screened using a linear model with partial least square (PLS) regression to determine their 
effect on the critical quality attributes (CQA) (fill weight and weight variability). After identifying critical material 
attributes (CMAs) and critical process parameters (CPPs) that influenced the CQA, model refinement was 
performed to study if interactions or quadratic terms influence the model. Based on that, we developed a linear 
predictive model for fill weight and a model that provides a good approximation of the fill weight variability for each 
powder group. We validated the model, established a design space for the performance of different types of 
inhalation grade lactose on low-fill weight capsule filling and successfully used the CMAs and CPPs to predict fill 
weight of powders that were not included in the development set on lab scale. Finally, the scale up performance 
was tested for a variety of capsule filling speeds, pre-compression ratios and nozzle diameters. The Design 
Space developed with the Labby (lab-scale machine) can be safely used to set the process parameters to obtain 
a specific fill weight in the industrial scale machine. 

Introduction 

Inhalation products typically contain low doses of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and the APIs for 
inhalation purpose have to be smaller than 5 µm to reach the deep lung 

[1]
. These cohesive APIs are often 

blended with larger carrier particles to improve the flowability and prevent potential agglomeration and thus 
facilitate the dosing of the formulation. The fine cohesive API particles have a high tendency to agglomerate, 
resulting in a smaller effective number of larger particles, which can increase the statistical fluctuations in active 
content and cause problems during manufacturing. The interaction between API and carrier may also be affected 
due to the process (parameters) in the scale-up, which can impart a remarkable impact on the drug product 
performance and delivery capabilities. The latter product quality attribute is a measure of the success of a 
manufacturing operation. The smaller doses of API and the complexity of lung delivery makes the product 
development and manufacturing significantly more difficult and regulatory expectations harder to meet. This 
necessitates a thorough understanding on the influence of material attributes, process parameters and 
combination thereof for the successful process scale-up to high production rates. The QbD-based strategy 
consists of identifying the critical process parameters (CPP) and material attributes (CMA) on quality attributes of 
products using the same screening Design of Experiment (DoE) for both machines. The DoE was used to identify 
the CMAs and CPPs for fill weight and weight variability. In addition, the Design Space based on these CMAs and 
CPPs was used to predict fill weight for other powders. Scaling up a capsule filling operation must take into 
account the design and operation principle of the filling machine and their formulation requirements. Fill weight, 
weight variability are important quality attributes for inhalation capsule products. In order to achieve the desired fill 
weight and minimize weight variability, powder must be retained within the nozzle during transfer from the powder 
bed to the capsule shell. Moreover, material losses can occur as powder enters the capsule body and particles 
are dragged by the air that is displaced out of the capsule. For inhalation formulations, capsules are filled with a 
moderate or even absolute absence of piston compaction to avoid excessive densification and the formation of 
hard plugs. As a consequence, powder retention in the nozzle is sometimes challenging for free flowing carriers. 
The aim of the current study is to understand which process parameters will affect the quality of a product as we 
transfer the capsule filling operation from a lab to an industrial scale to fill different lactose carrier materials for 
inhalation products. Therefore, a single nozzle lab-scale dosator nozzle capsule filling machine (MG2 Labby), with 
a maximum output of 3.000 capsules per hour (cph) and an industrial scale capsule filling machine (MG2 
Planeta), with an output up to 100.000 cph and maximum 16 dosators were used to transfer a low dose capsule 
filling process (1- 45 mg) from lab scale to industrial scale 

[2,3]
.  

The scale up performance was tested at a variety of capsule filling speeds, pre-compression ratios and nozzle 
diameters. In general, the effect of scale-up on fill weight is negligible and the two machines dose similarly. The 
slight differences in fill weight between lab-scale and industrial scale are most likely due to the way the dosing 
chamber and powder bed depth are fixed in these machines. In the lab-scale machine they are fixed manually 
with the aid of a caliper, while in the industrial machine they are fixed with the aid of a laser and an automated 
control. There is a significant effect of scale-up on RSD and Planeta yielded consistently lower RSD values for all 
process parameters investigated. The powders and environmental conditions in the execution of the experiments 
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for Labby and Planeta were the kept identical. Therefore, the differences in RSD could be attributed to 
construction details that are intrinsically associated to each machine.  

Materials and Methods 

Ten grades of α lactose monohydrate with different manufacturing characteristics (DFE Pharma, Goch, Germany; 
Meggle, Wasserburg, Germany), mannitol (MG2) and one API (GSK) were used as received and extensively 
characterized with respective to multiple physic-technological properties. Since different process conditions are 
required to fill capsules with powders that have very different material attributes, the powders were divided into 
two groups. Powder group I (7 powders) contains coarse carriers and group II fines and the API (5 powders). A 
screening design of experiment (DoE) that relates CPPs and CMAs to the CQA of the inhalation products was 
developed for each powder group 

[1, 2]
. A D-optimal G-efficiency design was chosen and partial least square (PLS) 

regression was used to evaluate the model. In a subsequent step, a linear model that correlates CMAs and CPPs 
with the CQAs was created. Subsequently, the models were refined to include quadratic terms and finally external 
model validation, which consists of predictions for an independent set of data that was not included in the model 
calibration, were performed. This sequential approach, which is used in several areas of pharmaceutical 
development enabled us to identify the main factors that influence the quality of capsules filled with an inhalation 
product and to minimize the experiments used for developing a predictive model.  

All the powders were filled into size 3 capsules on a lab scale dosator nozzle machine in a previous study 
[1-3]

 and 
selected powders of each group (3 representatives of group I and 2 of group II) were filled on the industrial 
machine (Planeta). Finally, multivariate data analysis (MVDA) with the entire set was performed to identify the 
CMAs and CPPs that correlate with the quality of filled capsules. Based on that, a linear predictive process model, 
which can be used for lab- and industrial scale was established. Each capsule filling experiment followed identical 
controlled procedures and was carried out by the same operators.  

Results and Discussion 
[3]

 

Model validation on lab-scale 

Table 1 shows the validation results for powder group I as example, using the powders that were not included in 
the calibration set (InhaLac 250). For the validation experiments, only powder CMAs were assessed in triplicate 
and used in combination with process parameters to obtain specific target fill weights. A prediction list for the 
experimental responses (fill weight and weight variability) with upper and lower limits for the 95% confidence 
interval was generated using MODDE 10. Table 2 presents the combinations of CPPs for achieving the target fill 
weight, the values predicted by the linear model and the results of the actual filling experiments with this validation 
powder. Runs 3 and 6 were combinations of process parameters within the knowledge space that were not part of 
the DoE for development for the linear model. All capsules were filled at a speed of 2500cph. Except for run 5, the 
fill-weights of all combinations of process settings fall were within a 95% confidence interval (CI). The RSD values 
predicted by the model were on average 1.8 % higher than those obtained experimentally. 

Table 1: Model validation - group I 

 
Filling 
speed 
(cph) 

Dosator 
diameter 

(mm) 

Dosing 
chambe
r length 
(mm) 

Powde
r layer 
depth 
(mm) 

Predicted 
weight 95% 
Limit (mg) 

Experiment
al weight 

(mg) 

Predicted 
weight 

variability 
95% Limit 

(%) 

Experimenta
l weight 

variability 
(%) 

Run 1 2500 1.9 2.5 10 6.4 – 7.1 6.6 4.8 – 6.4 2.8 

Run 2 2500 1.9 5.0 10 9.7 – 10.7 10.6 4.8 – 6.4 2.5 

Run 3 2500 2.8 3.75 5.0 14.2 – 15.7 14.4 4.2 – 5.6 2.7 

Run 4 2500 3.4 2.5 5.0 19.0 – 21.0 20.0 3.0 – 4.3 2.9 

Run 5 2500 3.4 2.5 12.5 24.2 – 27.0 23.4 2.0 – 2.6 1.8 

Run 6 2500 3.4 3.75 10 28.0 – 30.0 29.8 2.3 – 3.0 1.3 

 

Table 2: Model validation - group II 

 
Dosator 
diamete
r (mm) 

Dosing 
chambe
r length 
(mm) 

Powder 
layer 
depth 
(mm) 

Predicted 
weight 
95% 

Limit (mg) 

Experiment
al weight 

(mg) 

Predicted 
weight 

variability 
95% Limit 

(%) 

Experimental 
weight variability 

(%) 

Run 1 1.9 2.5 7.5 4.9 – 5.7 5.5 8.3 – 10.0 7.6 

Run 2 2.2 3.75 7.5 7.0 – 8.0 7.0 7.6 – 8.8 5.6 

Run 3 2.2 5.0 10 9.2 – 10.9 9.4 6.3 – 7.6 5.3 

Run 4 2.8 2.5 5 8.8 –10.6 10.3 6.8 – 8.6 5.8 

Run 5 2.8 5.0 8.5 14.0 – 16.4 16.4 5.5 – 6.7 7.6 
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For powder group II, Lactochem Microfine® was selected as a validation material, and its CMAs were determined, 
i.e., wall friction angle (WFA) (33.9°), basic flow energy (BFE) (529 mJ) and bulk density (BD) (0.34 g/ml). The 
target fill weights for powder group II were set between 5 and 15 mg. The powders in group II were less dense 
and the fill weights were generally lower than in group I. In Table 3, runs 3 and 5 were combinations of process 
parameters that were not included in the DoE for the development of the model. The model predicted the fill 
weight for all the conditions within the 95% CI. As all powders in group II, this validation powder did not follow 
volumetric filling. The model predicted higher RSD values than those experimentally obtained.   However, the 
predictions for the RSD were very close to the experimentally obtained values with a mean deviation under 2%, 
especially when considering the low fill-weight.  

  

Figure 1 - Process window for group I 
(InhaLac 250). In the light grey area either target fill 
weight or target RSD and in the white area none of 
them are satisfied. The dark grey area represents 
the process window where target weight and RSD 
will be achieved.  

Figure 2 - Process window for group II. In the 
light grey area either target fill weight or target RSD 
and in the white area none of them are satisfied. 
The dark grey area represents the process window 
where target weight and RSD will be achieved.  

  

Based on the developed model, Fig. 1 shows the sweet spot or the “process window” (indicated as dark grey 
area) for InhaLac 250 (group I powder) for an example target weight of 19.5 – 20.5 mg and an RSD of less than 
5%. In the light grey area, either target fill weight or target RSD were satisfied and in the white area none, 
respectively. The predicted process window was also validated using a validation material, i.e., InhaLac 250. 
Here, the third process window in Fig. 1 (indicated by the black cross) was chosen, because this combination of 
CPPs never occurred in the screening, optimization or validation studies. InhaLac 250 was filled at 2500 cph, with 
a dosator diameter of 2.8mm, a dosing chamber of 5mm and a powder layer of 8 to 8.5mm. The results were a 
mean weight of 20.2mg with an RSD of 4.2%, which is in perfect agreement with the prediction of the model 
(20.16mg and 3.9% RSD). This indicates that InhaLac 250 can be successfully filled with the desired quality 
attributes in the narrow process window predicted by the model.  

The CQAs were also predicted for Lactochem microfine® which represents powder group II. A target weight of 
10mg with a weight variability (RSD) of less than 10 % was chosen and the values for WFA, BFE and BD were 
entered (Fig. 2). For Lactochem microfine®, two process windows (black crosses in Fig. 6) with new combinations 
of CPPs were tested. A mean fill weight of 9.9mg with an RSD of 8.4% was achieved for capsules filled with a 
2.2mm dosator, a 5mm dosing chamber a 10mm layer and a filling speed of 2000cph. Model predictions were 
9.99mg and fill weight and 7.2% RSD. For the 2.8mm dosator with a 3.75mm chamber and a 5 mm layer, a mean 
fill weight of 10.15 mg with and RSD of 4.1% was obtained experimentally. The model predicted for these settings 
and a filling speed of 2000cph a mean weight of 10.18mg and a RSD of 6.1%. Thus, both experiments resulted in 
CQAs in agreement with the predictions of the model. These results show that Lactochem microfine®, a 
representative of group II powders can also be successfully filled with the desired quality attributes in the narrow 
process window predicted by the model. 

In general, the fill weight predictions were more accurate for the lower fill weights in both powder groups and the 
overall predictability of the model was acceptable (maximum deviation under 5%). Although the linear model 
accurately predicted the fill weight (CI = 95%) of a powder that was not in the development set, RSD predictability 
was not within the 95% CI.  
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Scale up experiments 

In Figure 2 (left), the low-fill weight results of the inhalation carrier filled on both systems are shown. Concerning 
fill weight, Planeta system dosed for all powders very similar to the Labby (R

2
>0.95). In Figure 2 (right), the low-fill 

weight variability (RSD) of the inhalation carrier filled on both systems is shown. Concerning RSD, it can be seen 
that the Planeta dosed overall more accurately than to the Labby. However, both systems show the same trend. 
Smaller doses lead to the higher RSDs. 

  

 

Figure 3: Fill weight (left) and RSD (right) on lab- and industrial scale 

The impact of process parameters on scale up performance was present. For example, the different gap size that 
exists between the bottom of the rotary container and the tip of the nozzle when the latter reaches the end of its 
downward trajectory in a dosing event might influence the difference in RSD. Also, as a result of the different 
dimensions and geometries of the turret and rotary container, dynamic process parameters like the vertical 
dosator speed inside the bed of powder, rotary container revolution speed are different. Concerning material 
attributes, the sieved powders with narrow PSDs can be filled easier on both scales than milled or micronized 
ones. The fill weight and RSD of LH 100 showed speed dependency on both machines, whereas the other 
powders were not affected by the filling speed. 

Conclusion and Outlook 

Moving a capsule filling process from small scale to production scale is a challenging process. Experiments are 
more time consuming on industrial scale and effects of operation, design/construction and material attributes have 
to be considered. In the present study, the process understanding achieved and Design Space developed with 
the Labby can be safely used to set the process parameters to obtain a specific fill weight in the industrial scale 
machine. The fill weight could be transferred in a narrow range from lab- to industrial scale. Thus some 
fluctuations could be seen and can be correlated to the different adjustment of the process parameters. The 
developed model and the established design space could save time and material costs during the development of 
low fill-weight capsule filling for inhalation products.  
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